This research, suggests a combination of digital representation and authentication methods to electronically transfer the typical paper-based bank cheque between banks over open and insecure computer networks like Internet. This proposed combination would be a sender -receiver protocol. At the sender side, a scanned colored image of the bank cheque would be transformed to a binary image, and a sequence of bits would be extracted from it and embedded back into it again as a content-dependent authentication signature (AS) which would be computed by using some image data and a secret key. At the receiver side, the AS would be extracted from the signed binary cheque image (the host image) in order to verify the cheque's authenticity; and to locate any illegal alterations that may be done in the host image by malicious hackers during the transmission. Both AS extraction and embedding methods are blocks-based methods in order to locate the exact blocks where the undesirable modifications may be done in the host image. Some experimental results and mathematical metrics would be tested to demonstrate the validity of the suggested data hiding approach. The conclusions would show that this suggested approach can be used to electronically sign the binary cheque image without causing noticeable loss of its visual quality; and with much storage and band saving during the electronic transfer between the sender and the receiver.
Introduction
With the rapid growth of open computer networks like Internet and the latest advances in digital technologies, a huge amount of digital images is being exchanged over Internet. It is often true that a large part of these images is confidential, private or both, which increases the demand for stronger protection and authentication schemes [1] . "Data Hiding" schemes are the preferred techniques for protecting the transmitted image data [2] . A "Data Hiding" scheme means a technique to embed a sequence of bits in a host image with small visual aspect and to extract it afterwards [3] . as a result, there are various data hiding techniques for image authentication, and it can be urged that there is no single data hiding technique satisfies the different image types (continuous tone, halftone and binary image types) [4, 5] . "Authentication Watermarking Technique" or AWT is a form of data hiding occurs when some unique data is imprinted inside the image. AWT is the process that inserts hidden data into an image, in order to detect any accidental or malicious image alterations [6, 7] . In AWT, an "authentication signature" or AS is computed from the whole image and inserted into the image itself. Thus, an AS contains information about the host image -so that it is thought to be content dependent-that may be checked to verify the image's integrity and authenticity. Furthermore, AWT is basically fragile because AS can be easily removed and detected to report the corruption of the image correctly [3, 6] . "Electronic cheque" or "E-cheque" is a good example of those applications use AWT to maintain bank cheque confidentiality and authenticity between the sender and the receiver. E-cheque is the substitution of physical exchange of paper-based bank cheque by the electronic exchange of cheque image over Internet, so that it brings agility, security and cost reduction to the clearing bank systems [8] . Because the binary image brings great memory saving and text legibility [8] , and the use of typical image compression techniques at high rates may strongly alter the textual parts which does the cheque image have [9] . Thus, this research suggests a combined approach which combines two methods: representation and authentication methods for the E-cheque. The representation method involves converting the scanned color cheque image into binary image-black and white image as a solution to preserve the textual content legibility of cheque image. And the authentication method involves blocks based AWT whose main idea is: to divide binary cheque image into small (3×3) blocks and to prioritize them by matching with predefined patterns, in order to embed an AS into the binary cheque image itself without changing its visual aspect. Furthermore, this combined approach cannot only verify the authenticity of cheque image, but also can locate the illegal modifications. The rest of this research is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a historical view of related works. Section 3 describes the proposed combined method in details. Section 4 demonstrates the results and discussion. Finally, section 5 concludes the research.
Background
In the literature, there are many data hiding schemes for continuous tone images. Also, there are many papers on data hiding for binary images but there are no AWTs [10, 11, 12] . In [10] , the ratio of black versus white pixels was used. Although the algorithm aimed at robustly hiding information in binary image, it was not directly applied for authentication or other fragile use. In [11] , the hidden data could not be correctly extracted and the original image might be failed to be recovered perfectly. In [12] , an interesting data hiding technique which was named as "data hiding by template ranking" or DHTR, has been recently discovered by De Queiroz et al. it has been applied to watermark binary images with excellent visual quality. This DHTR -based watermarking method involves: dividing binary image into 8×8 sub-blocks, so only few pixels would be modified and the positions of those pixels and their containing sub-blocks would be known both in the insertion and extraction phases. This method has flipped only low visibility pixels to hide the information (or a watermark) and consequently the watermarked image would have good visual quality. Thus, this method can be used to verify whether a binary image has been tampered or not, and to authenticate its originator. For e-cheque representation, an early paper proposes "mixed raster code" or MRC model for representing and exchanging bank cheque images. This proposal has consisted in binarizing the scanned cheque image, compressing image planes using MRC model and protecting them with digital signature. First, the binary image has been sent from sender to receiver, and the other MRC image planes (foreground and background) have been sent to the receiver to reconstruct the original color bank cheque image. But the use of MRC model has two problems: the border of the text in the reconstructed image at the receiver side would not be sharp, and there would be halos around the border of the text, which might hinder the compression. Also, the electronic transfer of cheque by using this MRC model would not be viable because it would spend more time [8] . This research proposes a combined approach which combines the advantages of both the previously mentioned methods: the binarization and the DHTR -based watermarking ideas for both e-cheque representation and authentication. The binarization idea is used to generate an echeque model for electronic exchange between sender and receiver, and an extended idea depends on DHTR for binary image is used to embed and extract a content based signature as an authentication feature. Not only can this proposed approach verify the authenticity and integrity of the binary cheque image, but also can locate the illegal modifications. The description of this proposed approach will be presented in the following section in details.
Methodology
This proposed combined approach is a kind of sender-receiver protocol, and it can be applied to exchange bank cheque electronically between the sender and the target receiver. The sender generates a binary image from the scanned color cheque image, extracts a content-dependent AS from the resultant binary image and embeds it back into the binary image again. This AS enables the recipient of the signed binary cheque image to authenticate its sender and to verify that the cheque is intact. Hence, in the receiver side, the authenticity and integrity of the cheque are verified by comparing the AS and watermark both extracted from the received binary cheque image, and the original cheque is recovered precisely. All the necessary processes and steps, which involved in both the sender's and the receiver's sides, will be described below and depicted in block diagrams.
A. The Image Binarization:
Most of the image binarization procedures try to separate the foreground (objects) from the background. Hence, a simple and efficient way for binarization is converting the colored image into gray-scale image and then thresholding it. For that it is essential to choose good threshold level in order to produce a readable binary image. As shown in Fig.(1) , this research suggests an image binarization procedure with a subjective threshold level evaluation being achieved by applying the spatial filters (like maximum and minimum filters). Let the original colored cheque image and the produced gray scale image are represented as F and Gray, respectively. The Gray can be produced by applying equation (1) Gray (x, y) is the resultant gray level value for that pixel. After that, 3×3 maximum and minimum filters, which select the largest and the smallest pixel value within 3×3 sliding over window of pixel values for each pixel in the Gray, are applied respectively. The resultant images are named as MAX and MIN. the threshold image T, which represents the threshold levels for all pixels in Gray, is produced by using relation (2) . Then, the Gray is matched against T to produce the binary image Binary, by applying the relation (3). 
B. The Image Partitioning
The binary image, which is represented in the previous section as Binary, will be partitioned into (3×3) blocks. Each block will be checked against predefined 3×3 patterns. If a block matches with any of the valid patterns, it will be ready to hide the AS. And it will be referred as Ready Block whose middle pixel can be used to hide the AS. Hence, few pixels will be modified. And the positions of Ready Blocks containing those pixels will be detected in the insertion and extraction or detection processes. Furthermore, only low-visibility pixels can be used to hide AS and consequently the signed binary image will have good visual quality and non-modified image fingerprint. Fig.(2) shows the block patterns which are used to find ready blocks [4, 5] . The hatched middle pixel may either be black or white. The change of middle pixel is less noticeable. Mirrors, transposes and reverses of the patterns may also be used for hiding AS. Those predefined patterns are selected based on the following constraints: a) The number of white pixels in a block must be greater than 2 and less than 6 excluding the middle pixel. That is, 3, 4, 5 or 6 white pixels and 6, 5, 4 or 3 black pixels respectively. b) If there can be only 3 white/ black pixels, they must not be in the same row/column. As shown in Fig.(3) , once the Ready Blocks can be found, it will be clearly understood that the middle pixels of them will form the ASR. The AS region (or ASR) is the region where the AS will be embedded, and consequently it will be small in size. Whereas, the binary image excluding ASR, will be named as Non-ASR (or NASR) from where the AS will be generated or computed, and it is larger in size. 
C. The AS Generation
The content based robust bits, which form AS, will be extracted from the binary image by using the method proposed in [8] , but with an extended idea. Given ASR that contains N "middle pixels" of N Ready Blocks, and NASR that contains the other K pixels extracted from each Ready Block with the excluding of its middle pixel, forming a string of information whose length will be k×N bits or Z bits, i.e., Z=k×N. Using a secret key, Z random matrices will be generated whose entries will be uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1]. After excluding the middle pixels of each Ready Block, each Ready Block will be projected on its corresponding generated Z matrix to obtain a scalar value v. Then the absolute value of v will be compared with a threshold value t to obtain a bit named as b by using the relation (4) . Then all the bits obtained from the ready blocks altogether, will form AS which needed to be inserted: 
D. The AS Insertion (The Sender Side)
Once the cheque image is binarized and partitioned into ASR and NASR, and the AS is generated; the insertion of AS into the ASR of the binary cheque image is performed. The middle pixels that containing in the Ready Blocks and that form ASR are flipped to hide the bits or pixels of AS individually, i.e., each single pixel in AS is inserted into the center pixel of a Ready Block. Hence, the complexity of this proposed data hiding approach is not in identifying the position of those middle pixels (or ASR) but in identifying the Ready Blocks containing them. This complexity helps in providing another security level as well as that of the secret key. Fig.(4) shows the necessary steps which the insertion process involves at the sender side. And the following algorithm explains the whole insertion process.
Algorithm (1):
Let Binary be the binary cheque image to be signed and Z be the length of AS to be inserted: 1.Partition Binary and obtain Z (3×3) Ready Blocks to insert Z bits of AS. 2.The ASR can be computed from the middle pixels of Z Ready Blocks. NASR is obtained by excluding ASR from Ready Blocks. 3.Given NASR and a secret key. Generate AS by using relation (4). 4.Insert AS into ASR. 
E. The Detection of AS (The Receiver Side)
In the receiver side, as shown in Fig.(5) , given the secret key, the same blocks -based method is performed to extract the AS from ASR and compute the ID watermark from NASR. Then the extracted AS is compared with the ID watermark. If they are not matched then the received binary cheque image is regarded as being modified by others. The following algorithm explains the whole detection process.
Algorithm (2):
Let Binary* be the signed binary cheque image received. 1.Partition Binary* and obtain ASR and NASR. 
Experimental Results and Discussion
In this section, experimental results are illustrated to demonstrate the validity of the suggested data hiding approach. A cheque image is taken as a sample image in the experiment whose results are showed in Figs. (6) and (7). Fig.(6) shows the results of the binarization process. Fig.(7) shows the results of detection process as follows: the original binary cheque image, the watermarked binary cheque image with the embedded AS, and the difference between the watermarked and original binary cheque image. By observing the watermarked binary cheque image, it is clear that the visual quality generated by this proposed blocks-matching based data hiding approach is good. Two mathematical metrics are used to compare the original binary cheque image against the marked binary cheque image with AS, the mean square error (MSE) and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). The MSE is the accumulative squared error between the two compared images and the PSNR measures the objective difference between the two compared images [4] . The mathematical formula for MSE and PSNR are as follows: Where I(x, y) is the original binary cheque image (the host image) and I"(x, y) is the watermarked binary cheque image with AS, and M, N are the dimensions of the two compared images. A lower value for MSE means less error, and as seen from the equation (6) this reveals the higher value for PSNR. If the watermarked binary cheque image has a lower MSE and a high PSNR, it is referred to a better result because PSNR means that the ratio of signal (it is the original binary cheque image) to noise (it is the modified pixels for the binary cheque image after the embedding of AS). The sample cheque image reveals the experimental results for this proposed approach as follows: the image size in bits 252×282, the number of 3×3 sub-blocks is 7896, the number of ready blocks is 330, the number of modified pixels is 89, the MSE is 0.0015, and the PSNR is 29.023.
Conclusions
This research has proposed a secure model for the electronic transfer of typical bank cheque as a substitution of the physical paperbased bank cheque exchange between the depositing and the paying banks. This proposed model involves representing the typical bank cheque in a simple digital format -i.e. binary image-because binary images bring great memory saving and legibility. Hence, the textual parts that the cheque contains can be preserved legible without halos around the border of the text. Also, the saving of much storage by using binary image will lead to band reduction during the electronic transmission. Furthermore, a blocksbased data hiding is proposed for binary cheque image to protect the binary version of cheque image against alteration and fraud. An authentication signature is extracted and embedded from and to a part of the binary cheque image itself, without changing the image's visual quality. The good performance is shown by the experimental results which demonstrate that the proposed model can be suitable for signing digitally the binary cheque image without causing noticeable loss of its quality and for securing the binary versions of bank cheque image during its transmission through the open computer networks like Internet.
